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1600 visitors attended the
Just Ask Roadshows

The event was supported by over
215 volunteer hours

18 Organisations joined us
this year

We visited 9 locations across
Central Bedfordshire

Over 100 staff, volunteers and
colleagues from key partner
organisations joined us this year

Over 500 people took part in our
voting polls

Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire

Introduction
Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire was
developed to give the people of Central
Bedfordshire a stronger voice in influencing
and challenging how health and social care
services are provided within our area.
Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire’s (HWCB)
key engagement programme ‘Just Ask’, is
now in its sixth year and has enabled many
local people to share their experiences of
services delivered locally. The valuable
feedback and intelligence we receive
throughout the programme is used to
influence and challenge the commissioners
who design services for local people, and the
providers who deliver services, across
Bedfordshire.
The main aim of the programme is to reach
out to the general public within their local
community, to be visible, approachable, and
to give everyone the opportunity to talk
directly to HWCB staff and colleagues from
key local organisations.
As in previous years, Healthwatch Central
Bedfordshire has worked in close partnership
with Central Bedfordshire Council (CBC),
Aragon Housing Association and other key
stakeholders, including third sector
organisations and community and social
groups, to deliver the ‘Just Ask’ programme.

We invited a wide range of voluntary sector
providers to join us on the bus (please see
page 20 for a comprehensive list).
In addition, Central Bedfordshire Council, as
one of the main sponsors for the programme,
joined us at the majority of the events and
further support came from a diverse number
of departments within the Council, not only
those who were able to attend each event,
but those who worked behind the scenes to
provide follow up activity and updates after
each ‘Just Ask’ event.
The ‘Just Ask’ programme of events gave key
partner organisations the opportunity to
engage directly with the public, reach a
much wider audience, and also enabled
them to promote their programme of
activity and consultations. For example, this
year consultations with the public included
satisfaction surveys about housing support
services and Age UK asked visitors about
their opinions on the organisation’s key
activities across Bedfordshire.

Staff and colleagues from partner
organisations join HWCB to provide a wealth
of information, which includes health, social
care, housing and education, community
safety, transport and much more. Staff and
volunteers engage with people to provide
signposting, and information and advice on
services and support available locally. This
enables the public to have greater choice,
make informed decisions and can also help
resolve issues and concerns.

Just Ask at Dunstable
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Winter 2018
During January, February and March 2018,
Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire and staff
from Central Bedfordshire Council piloted the
first ‘Just Ask’ Winter events. The aim was to
increase our programme of events during the
winter period by inviting the local community
to join us at our indoor events.
We focused on towns and villages in Central
Bedfordshire that were not included within
our Summer tour. Three events were
delivered, with support from Central
Bedfordshire Council’s library service, which
offered accommodation in their buildings in
Barton, Stotfold and Toddington.

Libraries Summary
Just Ask was advertised throughout the
Winter season, through websites, social
media and networks. We encouraged regular
library visitors and members of the
public to come along and see what
information, advice and support we had on
offer during the colder months.
Two of the events coincided with social
activities being held at the libraries and we
were able to engage with a number of people
to help with issues that were important to
them.

Just Ask at Stotfold Library
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Visitor completing a feedback card

Our Healthwatch bags were highly valued — a
good way to carry home library books, and a
good opportunity to promote our organisation.
Customer Service staff who were on hand at
each event were able to link directly into the
Council’s reporting system and register issues
raised with HWCB staff, such as actions required
to manage uneven pavements.
A number of visitors knew about HWCB, through
other activities like the Festival for Older
People. Many had been in touch about their
health and social care issues and received help
from the service in the past.
There was a wealth of interest in the Local Plan
and ‘Warm Homes Healthy People’. Council staff
were able to share information and answer any
questions people raised.

Just Ask at Toddington Library
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Issues and concerns
People were concerned that population
growth in the area was likely to have a
negative impact on local services.
Visitors who lived in villages were unhappy
that bus services to larger towns such as
Hitchin and Milton Keynes were no longer
running.

Council staff recorded information to
discuss with the Social Care teams after
the event.
HWCB agreed to further activity with the
individual to look at the wider issues
involved.
“You’ve helped me understand what I need
to do and I feel like I can now sort it”

Comment received from a visitor to Just Ask

A few people discussed how they were given
different advice and pricing for organising
‘Lasting Power of Attorney’. They were not
keen to trust the advice given by solicitors
as they were concerned about their motives.
Individuals with health and social care issues
asked for support and advice on next steps.
“It takes five working days for my
prescription to go the pharmacy, yet if you
live in another village you can get yours
from the onsite pharmacy straight away, its
ridiculous”.
Comment received from a visitor to Just Ask

Follow up actions
Where people had concerns about Council
services, they were able to raise these with
the representative at each of the sessions.
This was particularly helpful for one visitor
who would have normally visited their local
Town Council office, which was now
relocated and was too far for them to visit in
person.

Just Ask at Leighton Buzzard

Empowering the public
Many people, who were looking for advice felt
that when this was given they were able to
move forward with the issue, having the
confidence and support to do so themselves.
Giving people information and support at the
right time can help with decision making and
enable people to take steps independently to
address their concerns or to resolve issues.

A number of visitors were signposted to
other organisations for information and
advice including; Citizens Advice, Age UK
and Carers in Bedfordshire.
One visitor had come along specifically to
talk about the difficulties they were having
getting support for the person they cared
for. There were considerable challenges
with multiple caring and health issues.
Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire

Just Ask at Shefford
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Summer 2018
The beginning of the year’s warmest weather
marked the start of the ‘Just Ask’ 2018
programme.
Once again Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire
worked in partnership with Central
Bedfordshire Council, Grand Union Housing
and various stakeholders from the health and
social care community across statutory,
voluntary and community organisations to
deliver the ‘Just Ask’ summer programme.

In previous years, Healthwatch Central
Bedfordshire utilised the ‘RAVE’ bus on our
tour across Central Bedfordshire however, the
bus was recently sold to the CHUMS
organisation, which is a Mental Health and
Wellbeing Service for Children and Young
People.

The CHUMS bus
Teddy Tombola

Building on last year’s programme of events
we included an additional venue to make a
total of nine events across Central
Bedfordshire, as follows:
• Biggleswade
• Sandy
• Dunstable
• Shefford
• Haynes
• Ampthill
• Leighton Buzzard
• Arlesey

The new CHUMS livery on the bus was
recognised by many visitors to the event,
who had had previous experience of CHUMS
services, wanting to give their feedback.
Visitors were also interested in what services
CHUMS were able to offer and HWCB staff
and volunteers helped with signposting and
advice where appropriate.
We site the bus in places where there is a
high footfall, such as supermarkets and
market squares during the week, and the
programme of events also includes fetes and
carnivals at weekends.
To enhance the programme, HWCB
introduced two new schemes during 2018;
the voting tubes and ‘Teddy Tombola’.

• Houghton Regis
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To encourage feedback on key topics, voting
tubes were set up to allow the public to
indicate how they felt about specific issues.
Themes in 2018 included;
• How satisfied are you with the service
from NHS 111?
• How much do unpaid carers save the UK
economy per year? 5 options ranging from
the low millions to billions of pounds
• Which service is most important to you?
Options included; hospital care, mental
health, GPs and social care
Visitors used tokens to indicate their
preferences. The tubes also served as a
great way to have broader conversations
with those who voted, promoting much more
detailed feedback and discussions with
participants.

HWCB’s 5th Birthday at Biggleswade Just Ask

In April 2018 Healthwatch Central
Bedfordshire celebrated its 5th birthday. At
Biggleswade ‘Just Ask’ visitors were offered
celebratory cupcakes, and balloons for our
younger visitors. We also invited staff from
Healthwatch England to join in the fun, along
with a professional photographer, who was
able to take many photos of the event to use
in Healthwatch England publications.

Visitor voting for their preferences

The hot Summer months saw ‘Just Ask’
attend a number of Fetes and Galas. This
year we brought along an all winner free
‘Teddy Tombola’ which proved very popular
with younger visitors who were able to win a
donated soft toy.

Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire

HWCB’s 5th Birthday at Biggleswade Just Ask
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Just Ask Summary
The planning for ‘Just Ask 2018’ began in
January 2018. Healthwatch Central
Bedfordshire’s staff, colleagues from our key
partner organisations, and HWCB’s volunteers
met to evaluate the programme’s outcomes
from the previous year, to share ideas, to plan
a draft timetable, and to research suitable
locations for each event.
The publicity campaign included the design of
a poster to advertise the programme which is
widely distributed, and a digital promotional
campaign that includes all social media
networks. This is completed at the early
stages of the programme and continues
throughout the season, all of which is key to
ensuring that ‘Just Ask 2018’ is widely
promoted to attract a large audience.

Where ‘Just Ask 2018’ was held in places that
bordered with neighbouring Counties, we
provided information about other local
Healthwatch in their locality, as well as
services and organisations appropriate to their
area.
Staff and volunteers from HWCB together with
staff from Central Bedfordshire Council (CBC)
and other voluntary organisations were
available throughout each event to talk to
visitors, encourage feedback on consultations,
signpost to other organisations or support
groups, and to help with queries or concerns.
Included within this report are details of each
separate event within the programme which
show examples of case studies highlighting the
kind of issues and concerns raised by local
people and the outcomes that were achievable
with the support of the ‘Just Ask’ team (see
pages 11 to 19).
The ‘Just Ask’ programme is very popular with
our partner organisations as it provides an
effective and responsive means of engaging
with the local population and it has evolved
into an effective network that is able to
respond to issues or concerns that may
otherwise go unheard or unresolved.

Facebook Ad
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Just Ask - Ampthill
140
visitors

Organisations Joining the Event
The Forum—Busy Getting Stronger
Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire (HWCB)
staff and volunteers

Summary of the Event
Visitors continued to guess how much money
unpaid carers saved the UK economy per year. At
this event visitors predominantly voted for the
middle ground of £25.3 billion, which achieved
just over 44% of the votes.
Our Teddy Tombola continues to bring enjoyment
to young visitors and allows volunteers to engage
with families who visit the stall.
Ampthill Gala is an incredibly popular event that
draws visitors from across the borders of the
County.

Issues and concerns
highlighted

We once again set our stall with ROAR
representatives and visitors were keen to take
advantage of the wealth of information on offer.
There was particular interest in the following;
Carers support, mental health and CHUMS
information for children’s wellbeing.
A number of visitors had been in contact with
Healthwatch in previous months and they were
encouraged to fill out our survey to let us know
if the service met their needs.

In response

Dentists promoting private treatments was a
concern for some visitors.

The CQC patient leaflet was shared, to
ensure visitors know what to expect from
their dentist and how to complain should
they wish to do so.

Once again we were approached by a patient
whose GP surgery was no longer providing ear
wax removal and is now having to purchase
this treatment privately, which was a concern
for regular care as the cost would become
prohibitive.

HWCB have raised the issue with the BCCG
for a formal response and will share the
findings through our networks to educate
patients on the availability of this service
across Central Bedfordshire.
“I feel lke the
dentist is pushing
private treatments
and services as
opposed to NHS
care.”

Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire
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Just Ask - Arlesey
108
visitors

What people told us at the event
“We all need services at some
point in our lives and they all
play an important role in meeting
our needs”
“Our hospitals aren’t in a great
state, they need to be better”

“It is important to get the
service you need when you need
it”
“The help my son has had with
his mental health has been
good. I’m very pleased with it
so far”

Summary of the Event
Arlesey Just Ask still benefitted from the
incredibly warm summer weather we have been
having this year.
Visitors came from across the area with a wide
range of ages and care needs.
Although we did not have staff from partner
organisations joining us on the day, we were able
to provide a wealth of information and advice
utilising staff and volunteer knowledge, and by
sharing educational leaflets and materials.

Issues and concerns
highlighted

The majority of people were looking for
information about local services. The most
popular requests being; help for carers, coping
with mental health and newly diagnosed health
issues.
The visitors were keen to participate in our voting
poll—Which service is MOST important to you. The
poll also gave people the opportunity to say more
about why these services were important to them.

In response

The snapshot voting tubes highlighted Mental
Health as the service most important to those
that voted and this was also reflected in
comments received on the day.

Feedback for specific services has been
added to our online Feedback Centre to
bring together an accurate and full profile on
the public’s experiences of health and social
care.

GP services came a close second and in general
this was the most accessed service by those
who visited the bus. Many people were aware
that the first point of contact for a health issue
was with a GP who would enable access to
more specialised services if required.

A visitor said, “My GP told me about CHUMS
and we have now gone to them for help. I
wouldn’t have known about them had our GP
not said, so that has been very helpful”.

“There isn’t enough
money or time for
people in Mental
Health.”
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Just Ask - Biggleswade
225
visitors

Organisations Joining the Event
HWCB staff and volunteers
CBC departments:
• Commissioning
• Libraries
Age UK Bedfordshire

Ivel Sprinter
NHS Abdominal Aortic
Aneurysm screening programme
Bedfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Healthwatch England

Summary of the Event
Biggleswade was well attended by health,
social care and voluntary sector
organisations.
The Ivel Sprinter service proved incredibly
popular and is featured in our Spring
Newsletter. Visitors not only came to find out
about the service, but also told us about
their experience of travelling on the Ivel
Sprinter.

Issues and concerns
highlighted
The current consultation by CBC on changes to
bin collections proved to be a talking point for
a lot of visitors. There were some concerns,
people were looking for clarity on the costs
involved and reasoning.

Younger visitors asked about family Easter
activities at libraries, in particular Biggleswade
and Sandy, which we were able to provide.
Our 5th birthday balloons and cupcakes proved
popular with young and old!
We registered a new volunteer for HWCB, with
two other people expressing an interest. Just
Ask is a good way to promote our volunteering
experiences.

In response
CBC representatives took these comments on
board and agreed to share with the
appropriate team.

Many visitors were concerned about transport
availability with limited bus routes and
accessibility being the main concerns.

We were very happy to host volunteers from
the Ivel Sprinter who were able to promote
their service. We also shared information on
Door to Door and local Good Neighbour
Schemes.

Age UK Bedfordshire had requests for gentle
exercise classes, as well as support with form
filling.

They were able to use the event
to ask the public about their
knowledge and satisfaction with
the overall service.

Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire

“How wonderful
to have all this
information in
one place, you
have everything.”
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Just Ask - Dunstable
108
visitors

Organisations Joining the Event
HWCB staff and volunteers
CBC departments:
• Commissioning
• Housing
• Engagement & Education Services

Age UK Bedfordshire
Minds2gether
Victim Support
Disability Resource Centre
Diabetes Education

Summary of the Event
Dunstable Just Ask was well supported by
volunteers from health, social care and voluntary
sector organisations.
Visitors came from across the area with a wide
range of ages and care needs.
Diabetes Education supported a high volume of
visitors who had issues or concerns about their
condition. They also supported the newly
diagnosed with advice and the opportunity to

Issues and concerns
highlighted

sign up for the Desmond Programme which
provides help to self manage their condition.
Minds2gether were able to share their service
Information with a number of interested visitors.
The majority of people were looking for
information about local services. The most
popular requests being: help for carers, exam
stress in young people, MIND support and coping
with mental health. A range of leaflets were
given out.

In response

A number of visitors were engaged with mental
health services and in general they were happy
with the support they were receiving.

Organisations such as MIND were seen to be
offering the support needed. Additional
information about local mental health
support groups was distributed.

A carer felt that they had little information or
help when their parent was in hospital.

Information about Carers in Bedfordshire was
given to them for support.

A visitor working with children wanted to know
how to manage exam/test stress.

Gave links to appropriate website and leaflet
from support group Papyrus.

“Its difficult to
know where to turn
if you don’t have a
proper diagnosis.”
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Just Ask - Haynes
124
visitors

Hearing your good news
Many visitors praised staff and
services in a range of health,
social care and support settings.
Amongst these were local GP
surgeries, Sight Concern, Chums
and Macmillan Cancer Support.

We were visited by Councilor Angela
Barker, Cllr Barker said ”It is very
valuable to have Just Ask stands at
local venues. It shows we all care for
our residents and we are happy to
show the good work we all do through
partnerships with Central
Bedfordshire Council”.

Summary of the Event
Once again we asked visitors to the stall to
guess how much money unpaid carers saved the
UK economy per year. There was an incredible
amount of interest in the poll, with a range of
carers themselves taking part. Just over a third
gave the correct answer of £56.9 billion.
Our Teddy Tombola proved very popular with
our younger visitors and allowed us to spend
time with families talking about health and
social care.

Issues and concerns
highlighted
A couple were concerned about services being
reduced at their local GP surgery. More
recently ear syringing, which had been carried
out on a regular basis, had been unavailable
due to broken equipment. The couple had
been advised that the surgery were not
seeking to fix or replace this and the GP
offered contact for an outside organisation
providing the service at a cost of £45 per
treatment. Both were concerned about costs
for regular treatment.

People came from across the Country as well as
local residents, with one person telling us his local
hospital in Suffolk had been very good.
Visitors were looking for information on how to
access services such as CHUMS, Macmillan Cancer
Care Support Services and choosing a care home.
Our volunteers, and the information available
through the Just Ask partnership, meant that
HWCB was able to respond to queries, provide the
appropriate information and signpost to all those
who needed it.

In response
The couple were advised that they could
raise the issue with the Practice Manager to
reconsider the surgery position. They agreed
to do so.
Although the ear syringing query was being
taken forward by the individual this is not an
isolated incident. HWCB have raised the
issue with the BCCG for a formal
response and will share our findings through
our networks to educate patients on the
availability of this service across Central
Bedfordshire.
“I didn’t know I was
a carer until I was
caring for both my
Mum and my partner.”

Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire
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Just Ask - Houghton Regis
231
visitors

Organisations Joining the Event
HWCB staff and volunteers
CBC departments:
• Housing
• Engagement & Education Services
Age UK Bedfordshire

Path 2 Recovery
Minds2gether
Public Health—Health Protection
NOAH—Café Connect
Home Instead

Summary of the Event
Houghton Regis was busy with a number of
health,social care and voluntary sector
organisations represented.
The voting tubes asked visitors about which
service was most important to them — Hospitals
came out top, with Mental Health services a very
close second.
People felt prevention with Mental Health was
key to helping people maintain their wellbeing.

Issues and concerns
highlighted

Visitors had accessed a number of different
hospitals: Luton & Dunstable, University College
London and Lister, overall feedback was generally
positive.
Two visitors were looking for volunteering
opportunities, in particular making a difference in
their local community. We were able to offer a
good deal of information to get them started.
Approximately 95% of those asked confirmed that
they had received the flu jab, either at their
surgery or local pharmacy.

In response

Concerns were raised about travelling to and
from hospital settings, a number of people
found this quite difficult as public transport had
recently been reduced.

Information was provided about Village Care
Schemes (VCS) and local community
transport services operating across
Bedfordshire. Many VCS volunteers offer
transport to hospital appointments.

There were a number of visitors with queries
about housing. These were generally related to
moving out of larger accommodation into
either smaller or sheltered accommodation.

Staff from Central Bedfordshire Council’s
Housing Team were able to provide support
with information and advice.

“Parking at the
hospital is a
nightmare, buses
are only one an hour
now, they stopped
the Z bus.”
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People were concerned about
housing growth and the negative
impact this will have on local
health and social care services.

This information was fed back to CBC’s
Health & Wellbeing Board and the BCCG’s
Governing Body to ensure they are aware of
local residents’ concerns and to action plans
which address their concerns.

Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire

Just Ask - Leighton Buzzard
240
visitors

Organisations Joining the Event
HWCB staff and volunteers
CBC departments:
• Housing
• Education Services
Age UK Bedfordshire

Groundwork Youth
Carers in Bedfordshire
Diabetes Education
Leighton Buzzard Voluntary
Patient Transport

Summary of the Event
Leighton Buzzard was very busy with visitors
across a wide demographic looking for
information and advice.
The Leighton Buzzard Volunteer Transport
Service representative had a number of
enquiries from prospective volunteers as well
as people who wanted to use the service.
Central Bedfordshire staff were helping tenants
fill out the Tenants survey—the feedback was
very positive.

Issues and concerns
highlighted

A number of visitors had received treatment and
care at the Luton and Dunstable hospital. People
were happy with staff, their stay and their overall
experience of the service.
Organisations joining the event used their time to
engage with the public and network with each other
to develop opportunities for future joint work.
A number of visitors were interested in volunteering
opportunities and four organisations were able to
benefit from these, including Healthwatch Central
Bedfordshire.

In response

There were concerns from residents of
Leighton Buzzard in particular about the
capacity and quality of GP services. The key
issues were: long waiting times and being
unable to secure an appointment.

HWCB were aware of concerns raised by
patients in this area and scheduled an ‘Enter
and View’ visit to practices in Leighton
Buzzard. A report, including our
recommendations, will be available on our
website.

People weren’t always clear about how to
access services, whether they could self-refer
or needed to go through a professional.

Advice was given to help guide people
through the right pathway. Support was given
to two people to self-refer to Chums.

There were concerns from some visitors about
the quality of Mental Health support in the
community.

Concerns raised were directly fed back to the
mental health provider, East London
Foundation Trust (ELFT), who
“People with Mental
investigated and reported back to
Health problems often
HWCB.
have other issues that
affect them—how do
you help?”

Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire
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Just Ask - Sandy
158
visitors

Organisations Joining the Event
HWCB staff and volunteers
CBC departments:
• Commissioning
• Customer Services
• Education Services

Age UK Bedfordshire
Ivel Sprinter
Disability Resource Centre
Diabetes Education

Summary of the Event
Sandy was well attended by staff from health,
social care and voluntary sector organisations.
Staff from Diabetes Education supported visitors
to the stand who had issues or concerns about
their condition. They also supported the newly
diagnosed with advice and the opportunity to
sign up for the Desmond Programme which
provides help to self manage their condition.
Once again the Ivel Sprinter Service proved
incredibly popular with visitors and is clearly a
very valued service.

The CHUMS bus attracted visitors who were
familiar with the organisation. People were happy
with the support they had received from CHUMS.
The majority of visitors were looking for
information about local services. The most
popular requests being: gardening services, young
people’s mental health support, council bin
collections and carers support.
Sandy saw the introduction of our voting tubes
and sixty-two visitors gave their feedback about
the 111 service.

Issues and concerns
highlighted

In response

People expressed concern that local population
growth, with new housing was not matched by
the Government investment in health and
social care.

Concerns were raised by HWCB at CBC’s
Health & Wellbeing Board to ensure that
action was taken to allay people’s concerns.

One individual waiting for a knee operation felt
that there were too many restrictions on
eligibility.

This issue was raised with the Commissioners
(BCCG) for further investigation.

Two visitors had serious concerns
about care in a health setting.
“There is a lot of
useful information
here. Thank you.”
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They were all given information on who to
contact, what the complaints processes were
and details of supporting organisations such
as PoHwer.

Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire

Just Ask - Shefford
132
visitors

Organisations Joining the Event
HWCB staff and volunteers

Many young people came to see
the CHUMS bus and share their
positive experiences of support
from the service.

CBC Housing
Carers in Bedfordshire
The Forum—Busy Getting Stronger

Summary of the Event
In preparation for Carers Week (11th-17th June
2018) we asked visitors to the stall to guess
how much money unpaid carers saved the UK
economy per year. Many chose higher amounts,
clearly understanding that carers make a
significant contribution. Visitors were still
surprised to hear that the answer is £56.9
billion.
Shefford Summer Fete saw the debut of our
Teddy Tombola, where children had the
opportunity to win a soft toy.

This proved very popular with our younger visitors
and allowed us to spend time with families talking
about health and social care.
Visitors came from across the borders of the County
to the event, as well as local residents.
A number of visitors were interested in the
opportunity of volunteering with local organisations.
Carers in Bedfordshire proved very popular, with
people asking about their full range of services and
support.

Issues and concerns
highlighted

In response

Again people were concerned that new
housing development, referencing Wixams in
particular, would have a negative impact on
local services like GP surgeries.

As before, this issue was raised at CBC’s
Health & Wellbeing Board to ensure that
action was taken to allay people’s concerns.

Dentistry charges were mentioned as another
issue, with concerns about rising costs for
basic dental care.

NHS dentistry Information was given to these
visitors to help them understand what to
expect and how to challenge if needed.

A number of people thought that health and
social care needs had to be at crisis before
services would respond. With some
experiencing very challenging situations
before help was put in place.

It is concerning to hear that people are not
benefiting from early interventions that
would help. HWCB has ensured that
local resident’s concerns are raised “You have a lot of
information and I’ve
with health & social care
found what I need,
commissioners.
thank you.”

Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire
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Organisations
Other Organisations
We were joined on the Just Ask bus by staff
and volunteers from a number of organisations
throughout the year, some of whom attended
multiple events.
After each event Central Bedfordshire Council
engaged with their colleagues to follow up on
the issues raised and to provide feedback to
members of the public. They also shared
learning with colleagues and were actively
involved in the promotion of the “Just Ask 2018’
programme.

Representation from CBC Departments
•

Commissioning

•

Libraries

•

Housing

•

Engagement

•

Learning and Development

•

Customer Services
Website Link for electronic viewing

Age UK Bedfordshire
Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm (AAA)
Screening Service
Ivel Sprinter
Bedfordshire Clinical Commissioning
Group
Diabetes Education Team
Minds2gether
Victim Support
Disability Resource Centre
The Forum – Busy Getting Stronger
Carers in Bedfordshire
Groundwork Youth
Public Health Protection
Path2Recovery

Volunteers from Ivel Sprinter

Noah Café Connect
Home Instead
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A Big Thank you
Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire would like to
extend a special thank you to all the visitors
who gave valuable feedback and shared their
experiences of accessing health, social care and
housing services in the Central Bedfordshire
area.
Many volunteers gave their time, expertise and
commitment to ensure that ‘Just Ask 2018’ ran
smoothly throughout the programme and
events. Being part of the Planning Committee,
attending at each location, managing the
equipment, setting up and engaging with the
public are all equally essential tasks, and we
are very grateful to have such a dedicated
team to help and support HWCB staff
throughout the programme.
Special thanks to Roger Grimes, who is the
regular driver for the ‘Just Ask’ programme.
Roger is very familiar with the mechanics of the
CHUMS bus, which is integral to the setting up
on arrival at location. He also takes care of
staff and volunteers with hot and cold
beverages throughout the day with the very
popular and much admired, and enjoyed, rock
cakes baked by his wife. Roger does all of this
with a huge smile and it is a pleasure to work
with him.

Just Ask could not happen without the time and
enthusiasm of our committed volunteers

Our thanks also go to the Town and Parish
Councils across Central Bedfordshire who allow
space and permission for the bus to be sited in
their town. Thanks also to the organisers of the
fetes and festivals that we have been honoured
to be part of.
We would also like to thank the supermarkets,
particularly Asda in Dunstable, Morrisons in
Houghton Regis, who allow us space in their
carparks to enable us to reach their customers
as they shop.
So many people are involved in the success of
the ‘Just Ask’ programme each year and if we
have omitted to mention them in this report we
appreciate the support we are given to allow us
to perform our statutory function as a local
Healthwatch.

The Lovely Roger Grimes

Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire

Finally, the ‘Just Ask 2018’ programme would
not have been possible without the support of
Central Bedfordshire Council, Grand Union
Housing and their residents group ROAR, and the
CHUMS bus.
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The CHUMS Bus Tour

. Sandy

. Biggleswade

. Haynes
. Ampthill

. Shefford

. Arlesey

. Leighton Buzzard
. Houghton Regis

. Dunstable

The CHUMS bus tour took in nine locations in Central Bedfordshire over the Spring and Summer months.
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About Healthwatch
Central Bedfordshire
Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire is the
local consumer champion promoting choice
and influencing the provision of high quality
health, social care and wellbeing services for
all across Central Bedfordshire.
Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire (HWCB)
has significant statutory powers to ensure
that the voice of the consumer is
strengthened and heard by those who
commission, deliver and regulate health and
care services. HWCB engages and consults
with all sections of the local population so
that a wide cross- section of views are
heard, understood and acted upon.
Everything we say and do is informed by our
connections to local people and our
expertise is grounded in their experience.

Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire

Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire is one
of three local Healthwatch in the County
of Bedfordshire and belongs to a network
of local Healthwatch. Healthwatch England
leads, supports and guides the Healthwatch
network which is made up of the national
body and local Healthwatch across each of
the 152 local authority areas in England.
Healthwatch is the only body looking solely
at people's experiences across all health
and social care. As a statutory watchdog
our role is to ensure that local health and
social care services, and the local decisionmakers, put the experiences of people at
the heart of their care.
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www.healthwatch-centralbedfordshire.org.uk

Capability House Wrest Park

tel: 0300 303 8554

Silsoe
Bedfordshire
MK45 4HR

e:

info@healthwatch-centralbedfordshire.org.uk
@Healthwatch_cb
Facebook.com/Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire
hw_centralbeds
Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire

